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ABSTRACT 
Network policing is a training pervasive in India for a long time wherein the individuals from the area 

take an interest in the framework as good police and keep a watch around their region with a goal to keep up 
harmony and quietness. As an advanced framework policing has a network engaged with its working as an 
order presently, the real point being (a) to help police arrive at spots and issues where they have restricted 
access and be inescapable with regular people as their eyes and ears, (b) to overcome any issues that has for 
quite some time been made between the police and individuals because of task methods for police working 
and decrease the dread that is ingrained in like manner minds. There are numerous states that have a 
network policing as a work on running effectively. Albeit intense endeavors have been made in the province 
of Karnataka to run this training effectively as an compulsory framework, the one started By Janaagraha, a 
NGO arranged in Bangalore has been relaxing in the spotlight since its introduction in June 2013. The 
endeavor has earned ubiquity and regular help as it has begun in one police headquarters in every one of the 
7 zones in the Bangalore city. The present paper is audit on the development of the act of network policing in 
Karnataka state and its modernization with the approach of Janaagraha as a prime middle person between 
the police and open as of late. The article is simply founded on auxiliary survey and data from papers and 
diaries regarding the matter. 
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INTRODUCTION: 

Network Policing is the joint effort between the police and the network that recognizes and settles 
network issues. The police no longer the sole watchmen of lawfulness, all individuals from the network 
become dynamic partners in the push to upgrade the wellbeing and nature of neighborhoods. The extended 
attitude toward wrongdoing control and aversion, the new accentuation on making network individuals 
dynamic members during the time spent critical thinking and the watch officials' crucial job in network 
policing require significant changes inside the police association. The area watch officials, sponsored by the 
police association, enables network individuals to prepare backing and assets to take care of issues and 
upgrade their personal satisfaction. Network individuals voice their worries, contribute guidance, and make 
a move to address these worries. Making a valuable organization will require the vitality, innovativeness, 
understanding, furthermore, tolerance of all included . 
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WHAT IS COMMUNITY POLICING? 
The idea of network policing is moderately new to the Commonwealth nations. Because of their 

pilgrim past, individuals never considered the to be as a neighborly power. Rather, the shared trust 
remainder has consistently been low as police officers in these nations were seen not as defenders but 
rather as apparatuses of a remote capacity to hold individuals under control and in stunningness of their 
frontier experts. Accordingly, truly, individuals have consistently dreaded the police, what's more, this dread, 
this hole, this extending doubt between the police and the open has stayed flawless till date to an impressive 
degree Community relations alludes to the different strategies organizations use to build up and  

keep up a commonly valuable association with the networks in which they work. The fundamental 
head of network relations is that when an organization acknowledges its urban duty and takes an dynamic 
enthusiasm for the prosperity of its locale, at that point it increases various long haul benefits as far as 
network backing, dedication, and positive attitude. "Network inclusion fabricates open picture and 
representative assurance, and cultivates a feeling of collaboration that is fundamental in long haul 
achievement," Lisa Desatnik noted  in Cincinnati Business Journal. 

An exhaustive, progressing network relations program can support for all intents and purposes any 
association accomplish perceivability as a decent network resident. Associations are perceived as great 
network residents when they bolster programs that improve the personal satisfaction in their locale, 
including wrongdoing counteractive action, work, ecological projects, tidy up and beautification, reusing, and 
rebuilding. Some different instances of continuous projects may incorporate grant programs, urban 
restoration ventures, performing expressions projects, social and instructive projects, kids' exercises, 
network associations, and development ventures. On an increasingly constrained scale, private companies 
may accomplish network perceivability and incite cooperative attitude by supporting nearby sports groups 
or different occasions. Backing might be monetary or appear as worker interest. Great people group 
relations projects offer independent companies a wide assortment of advantages. For example, they give 
representatives motivation to be pleased with the organization, which expands dependability and may 
decrease work and generation costs. Besides, an organization with glad workers and a decent notoriety in 
the network is probably going to pull in profoundly qualified new representatives. A little organization 
additionally may create new business through the contacts and leads it produces in its locale relations 
exercises. Such contacts may likewise make it simpler for the organization to get financing for extension, find 
promising new areas, or on the other hand increase ideal treatment as far as charges, statutes, or utilities. 
Great people group relations can likewise be gainful in the midst of emergency, for example, a flame or a 
plant shutting, by energizing the network around the influenced business. "A few organizations don't make 
progress in spite of their community area," David Stamps sent in Training. "They succeed as a result of it." 

 
GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE 

The accomplishment of network policing to a great extent relies upon the confidence that a network 
presents on its policing framework and the mentalities the residents convey about the police. There have 
been exceptionally constrained work done in this setting one such being by Holmes, M.D., Painter, M.A., 
Smith, B.W. that concentrated on the hypothetical and investigative impacts of network setting, police 
association and individual qualities on frames of mind about police. The examination completed in the 
community of Iowa, at a network level saw that social complication was contrarily related and social joining 
was emphatically identified with trust in the police furthermore, in totality relevant, hierarchical and singular 
indicators all effectsly affected frames of mind about police in this examination .A work by Blaustein, J., 
breaks down the usage of a Swiss people group policing model in Sarajevo Canton, Bosnia-Herzegovina. The 
investigation delineates how officials from one network policing unit had the option to encourage social 
legitimation for their locale policing job inside their division by connecting it to built up, subcultural 
meanings of police work [4]. Another article by Topping, J. gives an auxiliary and operational examination of 
policing past the police in Northern Ireland. Subsequently, the this paper gives an exact appraisal of the 
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complex, non-state policing scene past the formal state device; looks at definitions and structures of such 
network based policing exercises; and investigates issues identified with co-selecting this non-state security 
'otherness' into progressively formal relations with the state. Through a worldwide point of view there have 
been a ton of experimentations done to screen the achievement of network policing in different pieces of 
the world the above audits are an insignificant reference of three such instances of different endeavors 
made to check the lacunas existent in police-open relationship. The present paper gives features on such 
network policing practices attempted in Karnataka state based on various models and a detail account on 
the best model executed by the Janaagraha [5]. 

 
COMMUNITY POLICING IN KARNATAKA. 

Network policing framework being an obligatory has been started in numerous pieces of Karnataka 
State some of these commencements have had mammoth positive results and have accomplished 
astounding because of superb police open co-activity. In Chikmagalur area a 15-part network interface group 
was framed in Sringeri in October 2005 in expansion to the network interface groups comprising of two 
police work force from all police headquarters in Koppa what's more, Chikmagalur sub-divisions. This has 
been an enormous promoter in setting a few individual and network issues directly in the naxal influenced 
territories in these districts (Press discharge, H. N. Nagaraj, Superindent of Police). In Mysore an aggregate of 
400 men are restricted in by the police to help them in closure the hazard of chain-grabbing in the city. The 
men are called network cops. The idea of network policing was thought of inferable from expanding number 
of chain-grabbing occurrences in the city. The police had welcomed applications from intrigued people with 
regards to this respect. One of the conditions forced by the police for the candidates was that they ought to 
have a bike and a cell phone. A thorough investigation was done to choose 30 men in the points of 
confinement over each police headquarters for the task over a time of two months. These men have likewise 
been given character cards and their assignments were on need during social projects and furthermore 
demonstrating data relating to examination [6].  

As of late in Bangalooru the Police from certain divisions have presented one all the more new 
framework called "Ghetto Control". This is a special and most recent advance embraced by the police to 
decrease wrongdoing rate by visiting the ghetto territories routinely and keeping up the social responsibility 
in those ghetto zones, Police likewise meet all the individuals who were associated with crimes before and 
individuals in the Rowdy Sheets and youthful and first time guilty parties and keep a beware of all their every 
day exercises, in the event that nothing incorrectly or suspicious is discovered, at that point Police give them 
confirmation of expelling them from the unruly Sheet and charges on them will be reduce. This is moreover 
a piece of network policing where police is stepping up to the plate and control wrongdoing and other 
criminal operations in the society [7]. The most Modern and ongoing endeavor of network policing in 
Karnataka has propelled been propelled by Janaagraha, a NGO arranged in Bangalore in association with the 
police power. Jana Suraksha Samithis (JSS) were made before in 2013 as network gatherings between Area 
suraksha mitra's (ASM). Police authorities effectively engaged with the Community Policing Program. For the 
underlying stages now it has been begun in 7 police stations constrain one in each zone. The Jana Suraksha 
Samithis (JSS) complete the gathering among police and open and examine the distinctive security issues. 
These gatherings gave a touch-point to correspondence, relationship building and Problem explaining [8]. 
The point of the Community Policing Programs is to utilize members from whole resident populace to 
improve the wellbeing and security of the areas. Resident volunteers are called Area suraksha mitra's (ASM), 
work in association with police. 

 
AWARENESS PROGRAMME BY JSS  

Mindfulness Program being completed in Jana Suraksha Samithis (JSS) gatherings by the different 
associations [9,10].  
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• Karnataka State Commission for Protection of Child Rights (KSCPCR)  
• Karnataka State Commission for ladies (KSCW)  
• Child Welfare Committee (CWC)  
• Center for Addiction Medicine (CAD)  

 
The motivation behind these mindfulness educative program is to sharpen Area suraksha mitra's 

(ASM) and Police  Work force so they can better moniter their very own exercises on their field and bring 
issues to light among the networks they speak to. 

 
Beat Level Awareness 

To bring the achievement of the Community Policing Program it is fundamental that all Area 
suraksha mitra's (ASM)  furthermore, Police Personnel must meet natives in there beat regions routinely, so 
as to do as such, the Community Policing group in encouraging beat level mindfulness programs, with 
interest from Area suraksha mitra's (ASM) and Poice Personnel. 

 
Social Media Platform 

The Police in Bengaluru have taken another activity of making their quality felt in the Social Media 
stage what's more, to connect with the entire network. With the assistance of the Social Media Channels like 
Face Book, Twitter, YouTube and Blogs… and so on., the bengaluru police wants to take existing relationship 
of police and network to the advanced world. This will cause them to have a decent correspondence to 
construct better Police Community relations. For what it's worth, Bangalore is the IT capital of the County. 
The quantity of people utilizing different Social Media Channels is very high in Bangalore when contrasted 
with different Cities. Accordingly, it is basic that we make our essence felt in these Community apparatuses 
and utilize them to speak with the individuals. This commitment must be done ongoing, 24 x 7 premise, so 
individuals get the data they need in a split second. For this, a devoted group is being arrangement and 
prepared only by Havas Worldwide [11]. 

  
The Objectives of this programme are. 

Building mindfulness with the natives about the association and work being finished by Police.  
• A Source for all the information's, news, reports with respect to wrongdoing, offenders, law 
implementation circumstance in the City.  
• To utilize it on as expanded PR device by giving news, perspectives and authority proclamations through 
tweets refreshes… and so on to maintain a strategic distance from bits of gossip.  
• For emergency Management by furnishing residents with the data, they search for during the hours of 
emergency.  
• To fabricate network policing utilizing online networking.  
• Gather data from Social Media Monitoring.  

 
With this activity, the Police will most likely connect with, invigorate, break down and translate 

Community needs in a much better way and convey sufficient assets to determine these things 
appropriately. With this, the Police would additionally have the option to know the beat of the individuals 
and realize what is fomenting them. This can likewise go about as right on time cautioning framework for the 
Police who would then be able to consider fitting therapeutic measures. A devoted group has been reserved 
for this reason, which is being prepared by Havas Worldwide Digital Grid. This group of Police Community 
Managers will be conveyed nonstop to tune in and react to  discussions on the different Social Media 
channels at the same time. Other than different hand crafted applications, will address explicit objective 
gatherings like Senior Citizen, Children and ladies and endeavor to give them the truly necessary help and 
certainty [9]. 
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The Following are some of the ways in which a community member, involve himself and help the 
community  
• Neighborhood Watch Committee cautiousness of one another houses during occasion, and so on.  
• In territories which are defenseless to dacoits, thefts, robberies, part alongside the beat Constables can 
perform night beats.  
• Informing police about individual in the territory is spending extravagantly with no confirmed occupation 
individual to your jurisdictional Police.  
• Informing police about new comers in your general vicinity or territory.  
• Keeping eye on young people in the event that they are into any negative behavior patterns  
• Taking help of the jobless adolescents, not letting them burning through their time.  
• Participate in Civilian Rifle Clubs and arrange non military personnel rifle preparing in counsel and 
relationship with Police.  
• Inform police if any more odd meandering in your area.  
• Arrange for social and social parties, and realize your neighbors well.  
• Help the older folks if there is nobody to care for them by giving administration of being accessible for 
drug, clinic, banks and so forth and no outsider ought to get make them target.  

 
CONCLUSION. 

Since the Community Policing is a one of a kind connection among Police and Public it discovers its 
quality in shared trust and sharpens individuals to play out their job in tackling their very own issues and 
upgrade by and large nature of life in network. By rehearsing a portion of the previously mentioned factors 
in your locale by police residents relating to their area would get the numerous advantages which they never 
got from before police framework what's more, if the cooperation of the overall population additionally 
makes one more stride ahead as altruism among neighbors the advantage for the general public can be 
increased. Presently Karnataka is additionally turning into a proof of real change in policing framework by 
rehearsing a portion of the exercises identified with network policing and urging the individuals to discover 
new innovative approaches to comprehend the issues on both side (Police/Public) by acquiring some quality 
change job of police as 'Implementers of Law' to Counselors, Facilitators, Friend, Service Providers to the 
Community on the loose. In the present paper we can a few of the instances of this in our state and its 
Functions, Objective, Programs and a portion of the things which are rehearsing and to be drilled for the 
advantage are referenced in the later half piece of the article. 
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